New Hest i næring
30 studipoeng
Mappe evaluering med muntlig examen

Who will benefit from this course:
-those who will to build innovative careers in the new equine sector.
-those who wish to combine their passion for horses with new ways of working with them.
-those who wish to convert farms or add equine enterprises to the farm economy.
-those who wish to go on in Higher Education to study the human-horse relationship.
-those who wish to understand new innovations and the future direction of horse-based
.businesses
-those who wish to understand a key segment of a thriving rural economy and society.

Course Themes:
1: New Equine Landscapes
2: The New Equine Economy
3: The Human-Horse Relationship
4: History and Heritage of the Horse
5: Equine Assisted Education and Therapy
6: Equine Tourism

Samling topics
1: New Equine Landscapes
a: -The New Horse-Based Enterprises transforming the rural
economy and landscape
b: What is it about the human-horse relationship that creates such potential for
innovative economic opportunities?
c: Characteristics of the equine sector across the Nordic countries and Europe

2: The New Equine Economy
a: Rural Development and Horses
-Opportunities to develop new horse-based activities
-Developing existing assets for new equine businesses
-The role of the equine sector in Farm Multifunctionality

b: Land-use and Planning
-multifunctional land-use, challenges and opportunities
-conflicts and conflict management
-conversion of farms and farm buildings.

3: The Human-Horse Relationship
a: shared worlds, partnership, ways of knowing
b: from the human perspective,

-motion and emotion
-the social construction of traditional and natural horsemanship
c: from the horse perspective
New ethologies of cooperation
What does ‘arbeidshest’ mean in the 21st Century?

4: History and Heritage of the Horse
a: the horse in the past – technological revolution and new potentials
b: modern transitions – Work Horse to Hobby Horse

5: Equine Tourism -- studitur
a: native breed tourism
b: trekking and other activities
c: regulation and other issues

6: Equine Assisted Education and Therapy
a: History & Types of EAT/L :
b: EAT/L Requirements (patients, horses, staff, facilities)
c: EAT/L Activities in Norway
-Inn på tunet
-Hesle og helse norge
-Samhandlings reforma and the potential for hest og helse I norge

Introduction to Hest i næring
Hest i næring offers practical inspiration and skill development for those who want to combine a passion
for horses with enterprise and innovation in rural life. The focus is on the role of horses in innovative rural
development in Norway and the rest of Europe. Rural development consists of two main components –
one social and cultural and the other economic. Horses have important roles to play in both. On one hand,
native breed horses are key symbolic resources for local identities at a regional and national level, and on
the other, new economic uses of horses have the potential to make significant contributions to the rural
economy. This course focuses on both roles – the meaning of horses in human life, and the kinds of new
equine enterprises which can create new opportunities in the rural economy in Norway. The focus of the
course therefore is on both Rural Innovation and equine activities and enterprises. In this way it will
provide vision and the critical analytical skills needed by those who wish to respond to the opportunities
and challenges offered in the sector.
This course is an option course in the BA in Bygdeutvikling at the Høgskulen for Landbruk og
Bygdeutvikling, and offers 30 study points towards the degree. It is proposed to be one of three optional
courses in the Degree Programme although it also can stand as an independent course for practitioners.
It is designed therefore, to provide independent students with enough basic information about rural
development and the equine sector to enable them to understand the opportunities presented by the
equine world, whilst at the same time, providing concrete examples and knowledge of the human-horse

relationship which will more completely inform students taking the other BA courses within the
programme. It is taught in Norwegian and English.
It is designed to prepare students with an interest in the equine sector to identify trends and growth areas
in that sector, as well as issues, ethical challenges and innovative approaches to building horse-based
activities in a vibrant rural society and economy. It provides a broad overview of developments within
the sector and of rural development, nationally and internationally, so that students can identify and
evaluate opportunities to satisfy their passion for horses with the creation of appropriate and innovative
equine services enterprises. It also offers a clear view of what the benefits of a vibrant equine sector offers
to Norwegian rural society and economy, and of course, to those in Norway who have a passion for horses.
As such it delivers a perspective different than other horse-based courses in Norway.

Subject focus
This course has two main focuses. The first is the role of human-horse activities in the rural economy and
society. This will include the new development of equine enterprises as farm multifunctionality; the
growing role of horses in health and well-being, their use in equine assisted education and therapy; and
the development of equine tourism and the opportunities and challenges that these pose in their
development. The second is a focus on the human-horse relationship. This will include the role of horses
in Norwegian life, both pre-historic and historic, as both symbolic and productive resources. Additionally
it aims to help develop understandings of the engagement of humans and horses, in particular the interpersonal and individual relations within which they are bounded, and the benefits this brings.
These innovative focuses are developed from cutting-edge and innovative social science and other
research from around the world, research which is increasingly being expressed as representing a new
opportunity for those who wish to work with and understand horses in their daily lives.
The course covers a range of topics from an introduction to innovation in the rural economy, through an
overview of the equine sector, to an examination of the specific fields which represent the latest cuttingedge innovations in the sector. In the latter, special guest lectures will contribute to the course, each of
whom is an expert in the particular field.
Programme of Work
Like the other courses in HLB’s BA programme, it is samlingsbasert. Students attend classes for three full
consecutive days per month, where they will be given lectures by the tutor and visiting lectures, engage in
group discussions and work together on research projects. The course takes place over the period form
September to March/April so there will be three samlinger before Christmas and three after. The rest of
the time students will work within a Virtual Learning Environment online. HLB uses a customized Moodle
VLE for the online components of its learning. The Hest i næring Moodle site will provide students with
access to a wide range of learning resources including the latest cutting edge research, resources to
develop critical thinking and research skills, videos and web links, and discussion forums.
Hest i næring includes a studitur where we will visit equine entrepreneurs, clustered in a specific region.
We have visited the Skaggafjordur region of Island, and mid-central Finland in previous studytours. The
current year’s studitur location will be announced in the first samling.

This course is designed to foster a Learning Community amongst students so that their learning will be
active and they will learn from each other as well as from the tutors and lecturers. Collaborative work will
be encouraged, particularly in terms of developing evaluation and judgment skills, and student
interactivity will be facilitated in numerous ways including the use of wikis, discussion forums, group
discussions and small group projects. Students are respected for the life experience and knowledge they
bring to the learning task and rewarded for sharing this with the group. The course places a strong
emphasis on feedback within an environment where mistakes are turned into learning opportunities and
attempts to make strong, confident students.
Hest i næring will use a ‘mappe evaluering’ assessment scheme. For each Learning Unit, students will
engage in an assigned research project where they will take the ideas and theories they have learned about
and explore them within the rural environment, finding examples in their own communities. In this way
the course promotes both theoretical and situated, practical empirical knowledge. The three highest
marked assignments (of six) will contribute to the students’ final grade in the course. There will also be an
Oral Exam at the end of the course.

Lecturers
Dr Rhys Evans is the Course Leader for this study. He is Førsteamaneunsis in Bygdeutvikling at HLB and
has a long history of research and teaching on innovative rural development. One of his research
specialities is the human-horse relationship and he is the convenor of the Equine Research Network, an
international network of science researchers across eleven countries (www.eqrn.net ). In addition, he has
taught eLearning to University lecturers and so is an expert at creating online learning environments which
foster student interaction and the creation of Learning Communities.
Guest lecturers include dr Philos Dag Jørund Lønning, the rektor of HLB, who will contribute his expertise
on innovative rural development based on over a decade of research into rural innovation in Norway.
Others may include a representative of the Gron Omsorg movement, and others.

Hest i Næring Læringsmål
Målsetjinga med faget er å sybleggjere overfor studetane korleis dei kan nytte eige og andre menneske
sitt engasjement for hestar some basis for utvikling av nye næringar. Studentane vil bli oppmoda til å
aktivt knyta faget sitt teorigrunnlag til praksisar i eigne liv, og slik bli aktive entreprenørar og
endringsagentar.

HiN Læringsutbytte
Kunnskap,
LU1: Students will gain and be able to demonstrate knowledge of the growing new equine sector in Norway
and Europe, including the changing patterns of use and ownership, and the changing role of horses in
modern society.

LU2: Students will become familiar with some of the underlying issues which both support and challenge
the creation of equine enterprises and activities within local and regional planning systems, particularly
within the paradigm of multi-functional land use and development, in the re-use of existing farm buildings
and landscapes, and in terms of potential conflicts and processes of resolution.
LU3: Students will gain and be able to demonstrate an understanding of the concepts of partnership in
terms of the human-horse relationship; and of the way that humans and horses are co-participants sharing
agency in their collective endeavours.
LU4: Students will gain and be able to demonstrate, in discussion and writing, critical knowledge of
anthropocentric and zoopocentric approaches to understanding the relationship between humans and
horses.
LU5: Students will understand the social construction of various forms of ‘horsemanship’ and be able to
demonstrate a clear critical understanding in choosing between them in discussions and in their
assignments.
LU6: Students will learn new approaches to understanding equine ethology which emphasize cooperation
rather than competition and will work with them to gain insight into new approaches to training, housing
and working with horses.
LU7: Students will learn of the history of native breed horses in Nordic lands and evaluate the impacts of
their diffusion across the region on modern Nordic breeds.
LU8: Students will gain historical knowledge of the role of horses as producers of key transport and
productive innovations in early-modern norsk rural and urban life, and of the machinic technologies which
replaced them in the middle of the 20th Century. They will be able to use this knowledge to critically
evaluate the changing roles of horses in 21st Century Norsk society.
LU9: Students will gain a basic knowledge of the types of equine assisted therapies and learning systems
in order to critically underpin their understanding of the potential roles of horses as enablers of health and
well-being.
LU10: Students will gain a basic understanding of the basic requirements (of horses, their human partners,
facilities, and regulatory approaches) needed to successfully engage in the use of horses in learning or
therapy.
LU11: Students will learn of the range of activities in which horses are used for education or therapy and
use this knowledge to critically assess the potential for creating new equine-based Green Care and other
EAAT enterprises in the rural economy.
LU12: Students will learn of the range of touristic activities in which horses can be employed and will use
this knowledge to analyse the current level of equine tourism activity in Norway.
LU13: Students will examine the use of native breed horses as a special category of tourism, examining the
relation between native breeds and the native landscapes in which they evolved in order to assess the
potential for higher-order tourism activities using native breeds.

Ferdigheter

LU14: Students will be able to demonstrate a working knowledge of the changing rural development
landscape and specifically, how equine activities and enterprises fit into innovative rural development,
including asset-based approaches to equine development; the potential role of horses in farm
multifunctionality; and the value of equine enterprises in creating intangible value and tangible benefits
within rural society.
LU15: Students will gain a working knowledge of the logistics of equine tourism in order to undertake
analyses of the potential for equine tourism as a component of rural development and the farm economy.

Generell Kompetanse
LU16: Students will gain insight into innovation processes through their analysis of the way the strong
human-horse relationship is a driver for new businesses in the sector, allowing them to innovate as they
look to create new services in it.
LU17: Students will gain and express analytical competence through examining equine enterprises in terms
of assets for development, innovation and new market services, and business competence.
LU18: Students will gain experience in academic writing through the assessment schema, which gives
frequent opportunities and constant personal feedback.
LU19: Students will gain experience in research as they seek background information for their assignments.
LU20: Students ability to engage in critical thinking will be enhanced by discussion forums, project work
and lectures.

Hest i næring Reading List
As in any new and evolving field, there is no established canon of definitive texts to which to refer.
Examples are, therefore, taken from various appropriate contributory literatures including those on rural
development; land-use and planning; agricultural economics; sociology, anthropology and human
geography; from counselling psychology; and from the human/non-human animals (anthrozoology)
literature. The literature that does exist is primarily in English, although there is a growing body of
literature in Swedish, some of which will be included here, as well as one or two references in Norwegian.
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2: The New Equine Economy
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2: The Human-Horse Relationship
a: shared worlds, partnership, ways of knowing
b: from the human perspective, from the horse perspective
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3: History and Heritage of the Horse
a:the horse in the past: technological revolution and new potentials
b: modern transitions – Work Horse to Hobby Horse
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4: Equine Assisted Education and Therapy
-using horses for therapeutic health and rehabilitation
-horses helping young people to learn
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5: Equine Tourism
-native breed tourism
-trekking and other activities
-regulation and other issues
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